[Nonlinear analysis of the dynamics of the human balance control system during fixation and smooth pursuit of visual target].
The similarity between the dynamics of the human balance control system in the frontal and sagittal planes during the fixation of visual stimulus and smooth pursuit of its sinusoidal movements in the horizontal plane with a frequency of 0.1 or 0.01 Hz (so-named fast and slow pursuit) has been investigated by the nonlinear method of analysis. The experiments were carried out according to the notion that it is possible to describe the process of orthograde standing by a two-segment model--upper and lower segments which are connected by a hip joint (other joints were fixed). It was shown that during fixation the similarity between the dynamics of orthostatic control system in the frontal plane is higher than in the sagittal plane. A slow pursuit does not influence the similarity, but a fast one decreases the similarity in the frontal plane. The indices of similarity between the dynamics of the system in the sagittal plane for all the conditions are close and do not differ significantly. The changes in similarity during fast pursuit are supposed to be connected with the different inertia of eyes and body movements. The differences between dynamic similarity in the frontal and sagittal planes are probably connected with the peculiarities of both balance control during joint fixation and AP-ML control (Winter et al., 1993) under conditions investigated.